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By Michael Litvak
'Twas the day before New Year's, and all through the. . . . . . . . .
...“
December 31, 2006 started out like any other day of the week
until I chipped part of my tooth while eating lunch at home. I thought
to myself, “Well, this is a fine way to end the old year and bring in the
new.” Little did I know at the time how that incident was the start of
several for the day.
Only once in the last 10-15 years have I celebrated the incoming
New Year with my wife at a party. The rest of the time, she and her
sisters have helped their mother prepare a multitude of traditional
Japanese foods to feed the many friends and family members who
come visiting on New Year's Day.
For the past three years, I have “celebrated” New Year's Eve
going out to dinner with my traveling buddy and fellow retiree, Brian,
followed up by a viewing of a late movie at a local theatre. This
year, we agreed to see “The Departed”, a movie which both of us
failed to see when it first came out. It was playing at the Regency
Theatre on Colorado Boulevard in Pasadena, but there was no way
we were going to go there, considering the hundreds of thousands
of people who would be on the boulevard that evening.
We decided to see the 9:50 PM movie at the Mann Beverly Center
13 in Beverly Hills, and to have dinner at the Versailles, a Cuban
restaurant a few miles south on La Cienega Blvd.
After looking over the extensive menu, we decided that we would
both order the chicken soup, the tomato and onion salad, and share
entrées of shrimp with yellow rice and a garlic roasted half chicken,
the latter being the Versailles' signature dinner. When the waiter
took our order, he informed us that there was no chicken soup. It
didn't make sense, considering that there were at least six different
chicken entrees on the menu. While the service was lacking, the
food was quite good, and we left with full stomachs, trying to figure
out how we were going to fit in any popcorn.
We arrived at the Beverly Center (an indoor mall, for those of
you unfamiliar with it), and found the parking lot virtually empty. When
we approached the theatre, we noticed that the box office was dark,
but that the double doors to the lobby were wide open. We figured
that the tickets were being sold inside. However, when we entered
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the lobby, there was no one in sight, including behind the concession
area. Brian and I, and another couple who followed us into the theatre,
were dumbfounded at the empty theatre. After a few minutes, we
noticed that there were people in some of the theatres viewing movies.
After going through the nooks and crannies of the theatre, I found an
employee who told us that “they decided not to show the last movies
of the evening, because it is New Year's Eve”. Flabbergasted at this
comment, we raised a ruckus. We exclaimed that there was nothing
on the Internet or in the newspapers indicating that the theatre would
close early. By this time, about 20 more people had come in to the
lobby to see the late movies. A few of them raised a bigger ruckus,
as they had already purchased their tickets online.
The employee left us standing in disgust at the situation. A minute
later, the manager came out and apologized to all of us for the
“misunderstanding”. We demanded the phone number of the
President of Mann Theatres. She was only able to give us the name
and phone number of the person who handles complaints, along
with a free pass to any Mann's Theatre. She also refunded the money
to the patrons who had already purchased their tickets.
Brian and I left, and decided that we would drive to The Grove,
another shopping complex next to The Farmers Market in the Fairfax
area of Los Angeles. While we already knew that “The Departed”
was not playing there, we were hoping that there might be a movie
playing that we could agree upon. Unfortunately, that was not the
case.
The Grove was full of many people, most of whom were eating or
waiting in line to eat at several of the restaurants in the complex. We
tried to get some dessert at the Cheesecake Factory, which was
next door to the theatre. “Sorry, but the wait is at least one hour”, we
were told!
We decided to call it a night. After leaving the parking lot, we
noticed that the lights were on at DuPars in the Farmers Market.
Both of us knew that DuPars had closed down a few years ago, but
didn't realize that they had reopened. DuPars is known for its
scrumptious desserts. We immediately parked the car and walked
the short distance to the restaurant. After looking over the menu, we
both ordered coffee and pie. “Oh, I'm sorry but we don't have any
pies tonight”, replied the waiter. “But, we can make you milkshakes”!
We finished our coffee and left for home.
Why am I writing this in this column, and what does this have to
do with philately? Nothing, really, except to wish you all a “Happy
New Year” and to hope that peace comes to this planet in our time.

Editor’s
Note

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE
Have you lost or misplaced any of
our “Mendoza Produced” issues? Well,
not to worry. We have some available for
sale to members to benefit the treasury,
starting with Issue #103 February 1,
2000.

Well here we go with a new
year. Thank you, Lord!
I did one last cachet for 2006
for the Baseball Sluggers. I picked one
of the Los Angeles Dodgers, number
five Nomar Garciaparra. The Dodgers have always been close to
my heart. I was brought up in Santa Fe Springs CA with four sisters
and we always went to the games. After picking up a two-year
degree in commercial art in 1972, I went to work for different Los
Angeles ad agencies as a freelance artist. One year I met Ramon
and Sylvia Garciaparra who opened a small graphic arts business
in Santa Fe Springs called Garmon Litho Art. I worked for them as a
freelance artist. We became good friends and one of my sisters
went to work for them. We used to burn the midnight oil trying to
meet deadlines. It was a very busy place. That's how I met Nomar
when we babysat Ramon's kids in the shop. Little did I know Nomar
would become a pro baseball player. Ramon and I lost contact over
the years, but I always tell friends that I was Nomar's babysitter.
See my Baseball Sluggers cachet below.

If you would like any back issues,
they are $2.00 each plus one first class
stamp per copy. Please make your checks
out to Ries Chapter AFDCS and mail your
requests to our Membership Secretary Kathy Clements.
You can also go to www.afdcs.org and click on LINKS
then ADFCS Chapters, then Claude C. Ries Chapter #48.
From there you can download the on-line issues in Adobe
Reader beginning with the February 2005 issue.
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Going!

won 18 lots, another 13. Two others won 12 and 10,
respectively. And each fall of the auction “hammer” garnered
cheers and loud applause. Everyone was on a roll!

Going! Gonzo!

By Bonnie Fuson

While bidding was spirited, Litvak milked each item for all
it was worth. Speed was not the goal; high bids were. When
It was slow getting out of the gate but when the Ries an all-over cachet by Doris Gold for the Sugar Ray Robinson
Chapter's first live auction took off, it galloped around the bend stamp (Figure 1) was put up for bid, it boiled down to classic
and roared down the stretch to a finish line of $2,280!
auction action: two people who wanted the same item and
were willing to bid up as far as they could to get it.
The occasion was the 16th annual Yule Tuber Fest
December 9 at Bob and Annie Lewin's home in Temecula.
Ries President/Auctioneer Michael Litvak carried in two big
boxes of covers and arranged their display in an upstairs
bedroom. They covered the bed, the dresser, every piece of
furniture in the room. But that's not where it began.
Last fall, at its SESCAL meeting, Ries chapter members
had voted to donate $300 for the use of color in then editor
Peter Martin's final issue of First Days, the official American
First Day Cover Society publication. Two other AFDCS
chapters to make similar donations were the Graebner
Chapter of Arlington, VA., and the Fred C. Sawyer North Texas
Chapter 56 of Dallas, TX.

One bidder was determined because the first day cancel
was on her birth date. For the other, the cachet brought back
warm memories of watching boxing on TV with her father.
Sugar Ray had been one of their favorites. When the air
cleared and the bidding was done, Gold's cover had sold for
a whopping $325! It was the high bid of the day, although
other covers went for astonishing bids of $175, $125 and two
bids of $100.

When Ries' Pieces managing editor Kathy Clements sent
out an email to her newsletter circulation list asking for opinions
for RP's Question and Answer column, Graebner Chapter's
Foster Miller responded with the information that his chapter
had just held a cover auction to cover the funds they had
donated to First Days and challenged Riesers to do the same.
They had raised $368.

The cover which ranked second in dollars bid was the first
leather cachet produced by Rieser Elena Cornejo for the pink
rose stamp. She rarely sells one so having a chance to get
Litvak put out the call for donations and covers poured in one in auction brought a lively response. (Figure 2)
from Lewin, Miller, Litvak, Clements, Mike Friedman, Doris
Gold, Mike Mendoza, Shirley Ulling, Bonnie Fuson, Forrest
Godfrey (Frosty), Mark Goodson, Alan Warren, Myron Ross,
Dave Bennett, Ron Sobel and John Pollock. Others arrived
with their owners at the Tuber Fest. (Some were from the
same Graebner Chapter members who were issuing the
challenge. Absentee bids were received as well.)
The gauntlet had been thrown.

Another promotional email went out, this time touting one
cover made by cachetmaker Dave Bennett honoring Frederick
Langford's 90th birthday. (See previous issue of Ries' Pieces
for illustration.) This brought a healthy absentee bid ($85) from
a collector who had failed to win the bid for the only copy of
The auction lasted so long hostess Annie Lewin said
this event cover offered by Bennett on eBay.
bidders needed another meal. Bidding was halted long enough
to call Pizza Man and pass a motion to pay for the pizzas out
Bidders had plenty of time to view the items to be auctioned of the auction proceeds. Bidding then resumed, lasting a total
before their traditional Yule Tuber lunch. Surrounded by holiday of more than five hours!
decorations and a big Christmas tree, Riesers ate, then
hunkered down to business.
“And it was the only time we have run out of dessert,” said
Kathy Clements, Ries Chapter hospitality chairman. (At any
As Litvak wielded his virtual hammer, auction attendees other event this would have been a disaster for “the chapter
bid repeatedly on single covers and group lots. One bidder
which eats.”)
Continued on page 4
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(At Ries Chapter's meeting at OrcoExpo Allen Klein
recognized the cover as being one produced by late Hollywood
In all, more than 80 lots were sold. Litvak said there were cinematographer Karl Struss. Subsequent internet research
“only about eight covers left for Rick Range to list on ebay.” As by Lewin's son-in-law revealed a fascinating story, giving
auctioneer, Litvak got so tired he conducted the final bidding credence to the serendipity of getting more than bargained
for in an auction.)
in the auction sitting down!
Continued from page 3

Karl Struss was an eminent photographer (part of Alfred
Stieglitz's photo-pictorialist group in 1909) and
cinematographer (winner of the first Academy Award in this
category for Sunrise in 1929). He was a pioneer in stereoptic
(3-D) photography and a closet First Day Cover servicer. After
his death in 1981, boxes and boxes of serviced but uncacheted
covers were discovered. It is believed Struss always intended
to do cachets on the envelopes but never got around to it.

Host Bob Lewin was especially pleased with two of the
items he won. One was a hand-painted cachet by Dave
Bennett honoring Bennett's favorite comic character, The
Green Lantern. (Figure 3) The combo cover featured the USPS
color cancel for the DC Comics Super Hero. It was number
six of only eight made.

From an outstanding “pictorialist,” it is easy to imagine how
wonderful Struss' cachets might have been! Sadly, the man
who shot for Vogue and Vanity Fair and filmed for Charlie
Chaplin (The Great Dictator and Limelight), Cecil B. DeMille
(Ben Hur and Sign of the Cross), D. W. Griffith (Abraham
Lincoln) and Mary Pickford (Coquette, her first sound film)
never used his skills to decorate his own covers.
Winning bidder Lewin is happy with his colorful and
“gorgeous” First Day Cover just as it is. (Figure 4)
“My other favorite was a one-of-kind hand-drawn add-on
cachet by Jim Chada for the 1937 Northwest Territory stamp,”
Lewin said. “Why did I buy it? It was gorgeous!” But he
wondered who the maker, Karl Struss, was?
Continued on next column

Letters To The
Editor:
Kathy, that was truly the finest
newsletter I've ever seen. At one time,
I had the job Foster Miller has now as
Chapter Coordinator and I got a lot of
them - but never one as well laid out, or as much color
and so VERY professional. THANKS to you and ALL your
outstanding membership. Let me know if I can be of any
help to you in your endeavors. In the meantime, I'll try to
pull some covers together for your projects.
Julian Pugh, Texas

We Need
Your Photos
Since we are doing our
newsletter on-line, we can
have one of great proportions.
There are no space limitations
as to the newsletter length. So, please send us
your candid photos, with captions, from First Day
Ceremonies and other club events. You don't need
to write a story to go with them, if you don't want to.
Please email us copies of your most recent First
Day Covers too. Share them with club members
and get some free publicity. Maybe you will make
a sale or two. We welcome all submissions.

Thanks, Kathy. I really enjoyed your newsletter. I
will be glad to help your members whenever I can.
Nancy Ross, USPS Washington, DC
Events and Promotions Specialist
Kathy, you've done it again!! What a super
newsletter. Thanks to all who helped to produce this fine
issue.
Doris Gold, San Diego
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the USPS utilized an additional press called a web 3-color
intaglio press (“B” press) which was brought on line three
weeks after the initial printing. When stamps from this new
press were sold, the sleuths at the Bureau Issues Association
(BIA), headed by George Brett, determined that it did not
produce the same stamp but a variety, Sc 1619a. The
differences were: the paper used was pre-gummed, block
tagging was used instead of overall tagging, the stamp design
was _ mm shorter on the horizontal side and other minor
differences too numerous to elaborate. First Day Covers for
1619a are not listed in Scott's catalogues. However Brett's
investigative analysis concluded that there could be some First
Day Covers out there, even though production of the variety
did not start until after March 31, recognizing that the grace
period for collectors applying for first day cancels from the
fulfillment center at Kansas City was extended to May 15,
giving ample time to submit a Sc 1619a stamped cover for
the March 31 cancellation. If First Day Covers are not listed
for Sc 1619a, then what could they be? Brett's two-part article
published in The United States Specialist considers them to
be Oddballs or Freaks.
The Statue of Liberty, known fondly by many Americans
as Lady Liberty, was a gift from the citizens of France. It is
made of copper and cast iron, and sculptured by Frederic
Auguste Bartholdi. The face of Bartholdi's mother was used
as the model. The statue was dedicated on October 28, 1886,
and represents a symbol of freedom, hope and opportunity.
Two 22¢ US stamps were issued commemorating Bartholdi's
achievements one on July 18, 1985, and the other on July 4,
1986, that one commemorating the one hundred year
anniversary of the dedication.

AMERICANA ISSUE
Part 6
By John Pollock
The thirteenth Americana stamp design to be issued
was the 16¢ “Head, Statue of Liberty” as shown in Figure 1. It
displays a First Day Cover released in New York on March
31, 1978. There were 163,500 First Day Covers produced for
the event. The stamp on the cover depicts a frontal view of a
partial head of Liberty with the quotation “I lift my lamp beside

the golden door,” which is the last line of the sonnet The New
Colossus by Emma Lazarus inscribed on the pedestal
supporting the statue. (This sonnet has attained new relevance
in today's politics regarding what can be done with 12 million
illegal immigrants. Within the next couple of years, expect
some high profile politicians to quote Lazarus in their debates
on this subject.) The stamp is colored blue, tagged, engraved,
with perforation gauge 11 x 10 “ listed in Scott's catalogue as
1599. The cachet shows an off-center front view of the upper
body of Liberty and repeats the quotation of that engraved on
the stamp.

The fourteenth Americana stamp design to be issued
was the 29¢ Sandy Hook Lighthouse as shown in Figure 3. It
displays a First Day Cover released at Atlantic City, NJ, on
April 14, 1978. There were 193,576 First Day Covers produced
for that event. The stamp on the cover depicts the lighthouse
with quotation “Lonely beacon protecting those upon the sea,”
is colored blue, tagged and engraved, has perforation 11 x 10
“ and is listed in Scott's catalogue as Sc 1605. The cachet
shows the same lighthouse design but no quotation, has
seagulls circling the lighthouse as well as a silhouette of a
ship on the horizon. Also stated on the cachet is that the
lighthouse is the “oldest original one existing in North America
which was built in 1764.” In fact, according to the Smithsonian

Figure 2 shows the same design, but for the coil variety
which was released also in New York on the same day. There
were 95,340 First Day Covers produced for the coil. It is
colored ultramarine with overall tagging. The gum on this
stamp was applied while being processed on the web
monocolor intaglio press (Cottrell); the coil has perforation 10
vertical and is listed as Sc 1619. The cachet is different from
that shown on Figure 1. To supplement the coil production,

Continued on page 6
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Meet The New Kid
On The Block

Institution, it is the oldest lighthouse still in service in the
Western Hemisphere. The lighthouse is 90 feet tall and located
on the New Jersey shoreline just 18 miles south of New York's
Manhattan Island. The stamp is the first of two Sandy Hook
lighthouse stamps to be issued by the USPS. The second is
Sc 2474 which was issued on April 26, 1990, recognizing the
bicentennial of the United States Coast Guard.
When the colonies in North America became the United States
there were about a dozen lighthouses on the East Coast. To
show how important these structures were in the early
decades of the nation, the new Congress established Federal
control over them. This was signed into law by President
George Washington in 1789. Today, those fascinating
structures that evoke many emotions are located on the
Eastern and Western shores of the United States and on the
shores of the Great Lakes. They warn and welcome those
who sail. Each lighthouse has its own uniqueness and
personality, and they come in many shapes and forms. That
personality is highlighted by an anonymous poet who
succinctly wrote the following: “Lighthouses are like
grandchildren, all different but some more charming than
others.”

By Gladys Jones
Hi everyone! I am
pleased and honored to be a
member of the award-winning
Claude C. Ries Chapter #48
of the American First Day
Cover Society. The reason I
am here is because of
Florence “Via” Villasenor. She
is not only my mentor, but has
become one of my good
friends.
By the time this article
is published, I will have
attended three club meetings
thus far: one at Frederick
Langford’s
house
in
Pasadena, the second at the
SESCAL Convention held at
the Radisson Airport Hotel,
and the third at Bob Lewin’s
Tuber Fest. I have never felt
so welcome and so much
warmth. I love to have fun and
laugh and you folks love to do
that. Life is so much better
when you are laughing and
enjoying yourself.

References:
The United States Specialist, January 1980 pp 5-10, February
1980 pp 72-76.
Vogel, Michael N, Lighthouses.
Los Angeles Times, 6/1/06.
(To be continued)

DUES
PLEASE

Being a collector is serious business. A lot
of time and money go into this hobby. I have come to realize
and appreciate that.
I have been working for the USPS for 24 years. I
am the cartoonist and a reporter for a newsletter we publish
at the post office called The Spotlighter. I am a member of
the Soaring Eagles Toastmaster Club #2573 where I am the
secretary. I have worked around thousands of stamps and
envelopes and never did I ever want to collect any of it. It is
amazing how age and time will make you change your whole
way of thinking.
I have been an Advent Black History exhibitor for
my church and my job for many years. February is a very
busy month for me. One day while working in my case, I felt
that since I worked for the USPS, I should own some of its
products. Thus the interest in Black History Stamps evolved.
It was not until I met Via that my love for cachets was born.
I went to the Philatelic Store at the West Covina Post
Office run by Gil Mattox. I purchased an album, “American
Expressions”, which comes with four history pages, a stamp
holder for each page to affix to the culture page and a page

Ries Chapter dues are payable in November
and December for the following calendar year. If you
haven't done so, please send your $15 dues to Kathy
Clements right away. Please make your check out to
“RIES CHAPTER #48 AFDCS”.
Some newer members will be asked to pay
partial dues so everyone is on the same renewal
schedule.
Now that the newsletter is available free over
the Internet on the AFDCS website, some might say,
“Why do I need to pay my dues?” Only dues paying
members are eligible for drawings at club meetings. And
only paid up members are eligible for our famous Dave
Bennett Ries Chapter Event Covers.
The bottom line is, we want you to be a paid up
member of ”The Club That Eats!”
The following members dues are due: Regi
Ausmus, John Bailey, Louis Bushnell, Dave Crane,
Mario Cruz, Mike Mendoza, Coni Nettles, John
Peterson, Tina Phillips, Jack Rubin, and Randy Tivens.
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consisting of 20 stamps of the African American persons
being featured on those pages. Finally I was on my way to
being a collector. I would go into the store every other Friday
and each time I would see what else interested me.
On two occasions there were two different men at
the counter asking Gil “Let me see what sheets you have” or
“Let me see your coils”. They would take out their loupe,
looking closely at each coil or each stamp on the sheet and
then leave. When they left I asked Gil what they were doing.
He explained that they were collectors and they were looking
for specific things. One guy looking at the coil of stamps
was looking for the stamp that had an unusual plate number.
The other guy looking at the sheets was looking for an
unusual perforation. All this talk was foreign language to me
since I knew nothing of stamp collecting or what to look for.
After hanging around Gil’s store about two or three
months, he realized I was serious about obtaining some black
history merchandise, especially after the money I had spent.
One day Gil said to me, “You need to meet Via”. That is
when he decided to give me her phone number. The calls
started. “When are you coming by? When can we get
together?” Via can be relentless, but in a good way. Once
she smells the blood of a new member, she will not let you
rest. Via is my inspiration.
I believe there are six degrees of separation between
you and knowing everyone in the world — you just have to
know the
“right six people”. Gil was my connection to the most
wonderful person I’ve had the pleasure of meeting,
Florence’“Via” Villasenor and she led me to all of you, “The
Claude C. Reis Chapter #48”.
I have two beautiful girls, Jennifer 20 and Krystal
17, both can draw very well. But Jennifer is an artist. She
had made some serious money selling her “African American”
artwork. They probably inherited that trait from me because
I am an artist as well. When I learn a few more things with
Via’s help, I am definitely going to try my hand at cachet
making.
There will definitely be more to come from me.

A Daily Observation
By John Pollock
Wednesday August 2. The arrival of my flight at
the Cleveland airport had unfortunately to compete with the
arrival of Air Force One. Therefore, the one hour in holding
pattern, the missing of my shuttle pick-up gave me some
concern. But the good accommodations at the Embassy
Suites, the arrival later of my son-in-law Robert and the
anticipation of the 2006 AFDCS Convention made it all worth
while.
Thursday August 3. After breakfast, we all hopped
on a trolley for our first tour. When we arrived downtown
Cleveland there was an unexpected hiccup at the court house
building. After passing through security there was not much
to see because the court-rooms were closed to visitors.
However, the lobby provided a shelter from a rain shower
that passed over. We then visited the Old Arcade, and
surprisingly, inside was a philatelic dealer who seemed to
have reasonable prices. If we had more time to browse I’m
sure there would have been some treasures found. The tour
took us to the Sokolowsky Inn for lunch, the famous
Cleveland restaurant. Not being hungry, Robert and I elected
to take a walk through the interesting quaint neighborhood
which looked like it was going through the process of
gentrification. The next stop brought us to the Aviatrix Women
Hall of Fame at the Burke Lakefront Airport. This was a short
visit but an interesting one. In addition to an excellent exhibit
area, the museum store sold event covers, mostly aviation,
I bought a few, see Figure 1 as a typical example.

HELP!
Our next stop on the trolley gave a choice between
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and the WW II submarine
USS Cod (SS 224). The Cod was one of the lucky few that
survived the war and also escaped the wrecking yard. We
elected to tour the submarine. The Cod is a Gato class
submarine commissioned on June 21, 1943, and
decommissioned in 1946. She was kept in water, and then
designated a National Historic Landmark in 1986. The
submarine’s four 1600 HP diesel engines were built in

Our Webmaster, Rick Range, has agreed to
continue to manage eBay sales for our chapter. We
thank him for providing this most valuable service for
us.
We need your handmade limited edition covers.
We can also use any donations of extra philatelic stuff
you might have around the house that you don't really
want any more. Please send your donations directly
to Rick.

Continued on page 8
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Mark Goodson. This turned out to be an excellent informative
program. As Robert and I showed a keen interest in the
subject, Mark presented us with a generous gift of his first
cachet, see Figure 5. Later we took part in the AMERICOVER
auction, buying three lots. There was some excitement in
the air when a bidding war ensued between Foster Miller
and Chris Lazaroff, but much milder than what transpired at
our 2006 Yule Tuber one. In the evening I attended the
banquet, and sat at a table with a fine group of companions:
Via, Bonnie Fuson, Michael Litvak, Dave and Carolyn Bennett,
(Dave’s mother), Robert Morris, John Byrnes, Peter Martin
and son. The banquet set the stage for an onslaught of many
awards and recognitions given to Ries chapter members. By
the time the convention closed on Sunday, I had counted
twenty-two awards given, broken down as follows: the auction
committee would get eight, Dave three additional ones, Mike
an additional two, Elena Cornejo, Alan Warren and Foster
Miller two each, Jay Bigalke, Doris Gold and Mark Goodson
one each, I hope I didn’t miss anyone. I would think this
Cleveland by the General Motor Corporation, giving it a local number of awards must be a record for any AFDCS chapter
connection. See Figures 2 and 3, a submarine view and inside at a convention. A highlight of the banquet was the celebration
the conning tower.
for Dave’s mother. She was looking good at 80 years young,
see Figure 6.

Friday August 4. We attended the FDOI ceremony
and chatted with “Elvis” who happened to be in the building
participating at the ceremony. In addition, the local Post Office
Letter Carriers Band was on hand to play some nice
background music. Figure 4 shows AFDCS President Chris
Lazaroff, Post Office officials and Elvis at the dedication of
the 10c American Clock Stamp. After the FDOI ceremony we
attended the lecture”“What is a First Cachet?” conducted by

Saturday August 5. We attended the exhibition
awards where Alan Warren won gold for
“The John Ericsson Issue and its First Day Covers,” and a
vermeil for “Denmark: The Christian X issue of the 1940’s on
First Day Covers.” At the same presentation, Jay Bigalke won
Continued on page 9
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Cachets By Clements
Red Dog Covers
Hollywoodland Local Post

silver for “FPMG cachets: 1999-2005.” Later in the day we
attended Peter Martin’s seminar titled’“Writing for First Days.”
His lecture on pointers in submitting articles for publication
was well received by those in attendance. Afterwards we
attended the USPS seminar titled”“Stamp Fulfillment
Operations” given by Linda Houghtaling from USPS. Five
minutes into her speech a question came from the floor asking
how she wanted to handle questions. She graciously said
she would handle them anytime, but this opened-up a
Pandora’s Box. For the next 45 minutes she had to parry a
barrage of complaints about postal service. I may not have
learned much about stamp fulfillment operations, but certainly
learned an awful lot about cachet maker’s grievances (another
word I had in mind was not apropos).
We attended Doug Kelsey’s seminar on’“AFDCS-The
Next Five Years.”” The talk consisted mainly on membership
having different levels, First Days going on website and
recruiting methods. It seems that more new members are
reached through the internet. Doug also announced his future
status with the society by letting us know that he will step
down from his position in five years time. How appropriate
that this should tie into the title of his lecture, a five year notice!
This must be the longest resignation notice ever.
We attended the judges’ critique seminar of exhibits
chaired by Janet Klug President of APS, where judges faced
some of the exhibitors. This was mainly a question and answer
type program with good positive bantering between judges
and exhibitors and very informative. Anyone planning to
exhibit for the first time should sit in on these critiques.
Made the rounds of the Cachetmakers Bourse;
thought it was well represented with a diverse group of artists,
and bought a few covers here and there. The post cachet
bourse buffet was also another great feast and because of
the informality of this event, it was relaxing and a good time
for casual talk with fellow members.
Sunday August 6. I was able to visit the dealer’s
booths and do some purchases keeping within my budget.
At 6 o’clock we boarded the trolley again for our last tour
which took us all through several neighborhoods leading to
the “Little Italy” area of Cleveland where we dined at the
famous Guarino’s restaurant.
Monday August 7. With the convention now history,
most participants headed back home except for Robert and
me. We had planned to spend the day visiting Cleveland’s
Museum of Art; however on our way to Guarino’s the night
before we saw that the facility was closed for major
reconstruction. We then opted for a walk around downtown.
We got a good feeling of this transformed city from what at
one time was heavily industrialized. This’“rust-belt city” has
been cleaned up, revitalized, and we found it quite
sophisticated.
Tuesday August 8. We headed home to California.

Kathy Clements
3976 Olmsted Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90008-2626

First Days & Events Since 1986
Entertainment Is My Specialty
Combo Covers Are My Passion
Marian Anderson, Ronald Reagan
E Y “Yip” Harburg, Henry Fonda
Art of Disney-Celebrations
American Advances In Aviation
Presidential Libraries, Sporty Cars of the 50’s
Arthur Ashe, Let’s Dance Bailemos
Greta Garbo, Jim Hensen & Muppets
Constellations, Christmas Cookies
Hattie McDaniel, Crops of Americas
Sugar Ray Robinson, Art of Disney-Romance
Judy Garland, Happy Birthday
DC Comics Super Heroes, Baseball Sluggers
American Motorcycles, Holiday Snowflakes
Ella Fitzgerald, Oklahoma Centennial
With Love & Kisses, Longfellow
Tiffany Lamp, Pollination, James Stewart
Gerald R. Ford, Marvel Comics
Louis Comfort Tiffany, Disney Magic
FDOI & Lots of Local Un-officials
Email Me at curfmeistr@aol.com

WRITE YOUR OWN
ADVERTISING
To all those members who make
covers and want to sell them, here is
your opportunity for free advertising.
Compose your ad. Include a picture
of one of your latest covers, if you
like. Send it off to Mike Mendoza in time for
the April 1, 2007 newsletter.
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PLANTY'S BEST CACHETS
(Part three)
by Robert S. Lewin
This month, we feature five more examples of Professor
Planty's Best Classical Cachets from the pioneering days of
our hobby. These cachets have been chosen to illustrate the
great diversity in the artistic styles and innovation used by
the earliest cachetmakers, as well as to demonstrate a social
utility for First Day Covers beyond the simple pleasure of the
collector.

The Hawaii overprint issue of 1928 has only a handful of
different cachets for the simple reason that it was necessary
to personally obtain the first day cancellation at the Honolulu
post office, a substantial inconvenience for cachetmakers
living stateside. Shown in Figure 1 is a First Day Cover for
Sc. 647-48 by Franklin W. Reid, a Honolulu stamp dealer.
Planty notes that this “rich, colorful” cachet has several
varieties and colors. The bust of Captain Cook is embossed
in metallic colors of silver or bronze, making this one of the
earliest cachets to use embossed printing as part of the design.
A.C. Roessler made the cachet shown in Figure 2 for the
Edison commemorative of 1929, Sc. 654. Although Planty
does not specifically designate this as one his Best Classic
Cachets, he did consider it as one of Roessler's best, and,
thus, it is included here as an example of a top quality, early
cachet. The use of two colors gives power to the simple
elegance of a cachet that grabs ones attention and which
imparts all the necessary information that a casual viewer
would want.

Shown in Figure 3 is the first known example of cartoon
humor in a First Day Cover cachet, issued for the General
John Sullivan stamp of 1929, Sc. 657. This cachet was drawn
by Eugene Zimmerman, a nationally known cartoonist, and
was sponsored by the Horseheads, N.Y. Rotary. The cachet
exists both as a printed cover and as a rubber stamp cachet.
It is an example of a new idea that became popular in later
years, namely, creating and selling a cachet to raise funds for
charitable purposes. Mr. Zimmerman donated his talents and
the Rotary Club raised some funds for their charities - an
example of the rising popularity of the relatively new field of
collecting First Day Covers and the social benefit that could
be achieved.

Our readers will perhaps recall the beautiful advertising
covers shown in A History of the Multi-Colored Cachet in the
December 1, 2006, issue of Ries' Pieces. In 1930, the concept
of using cacheted covers to advertise commercial ventures
was joined with the collector's purely-for-pleasure concept of
the First Day Cover. Shown in Figure 4 is a cachet created
by Harris Hunt for Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary, Inc. in
conjunction with the issuance of Sc. 682 to commemorate
the event. The multi-colored cachet, which “some say is our
very best classic cachet,” was created to advertise for, and to
solicit attendance at, the celebration. This is clear evidence
of both the popularity of collecting First Day Covers and the
power of beautiful multi-colored cachets.

We close with the cover in Figure 5, which combines a
time-honored cachet technique with a new artistic twist. In
1932, Sc. 725 was issued to honor the 150th anniversary of
the birth of one of America's greatest orators and statesmen,
Continued on page 11
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By the Minutes

Daniel Webster. This “very scarce” cachet was done by
Horace M. Grant in two colors, and uses a traditional etching
of Webster's farm as the main subject. And, although the use
of a border was common, Grant was creative in making a
border out of one of Webster's memorable quotations in order
to tie the entire cover together and to join Webster's image
on the stamp with his beloved farm at Marshfield, literally giving
President Michael Litvak called the meeting to order shortly
life to the cover and conveying the power of Webster's oration. after 1 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 6, 2007, at OrcoExpo in the
It is innovative, remarkable, and just one more example of Embassy Suites Hotel in Garden Grove.
the diverse artistic beauty that can be found in our earliest
cachets.
Following brief discussion, Litvak said he would arrange
our next meeting at APS AmeriStamp Expo in Riverside. (It
will be held Saturday, Feb.10 at 5 p.m. Bob Lewin will do a
biographical report on Claude C. Ries and a display of Ries'
FDCs. A pizza party will follow in Shirley Ulling' and Bonnie
Fuson's room at the Riverside Marriott Hotel adjacent to the
Convention Center.)
(Other events scheduled for the APS show include the
AFDCS regional meeting and slide show at 2 p.m. Friday
conducted by Rieser Foster Miller, and a seminar at noon
Saturday on Judging Illustrated Mail and First Day Cover
Exhibits conducted by Rieser Alan Warren.)
These five covers continue Professor Planty's theme of
highlighting the best examples of our pioneering First Day
Covers. They give evidence of the rising popularity of
cacheted covers that could be used to raise money for
charities and to advertise special events. Finally, they
demonstrate the creative elements that combine to make a
great cachet, then and now.

WRITE YOUR
OWN
BIOGRAPHY
To all those members who have
not had a bio printed in the newsletter, you are hereby invited to write
your own and include a snapshot if
you like. It can be as long and as detailed as you like.
Please send your story to our Managing Editor Kathy
Clements in time for the April 1, 2007 issue.

KIDS ALERT DONATIONS NEEDED
A special thank you to Alvetia Smith from the Los
Angeles Division of the USPS for the generous donation
of dinosaur stationery and 3-ring binders, flower stationery,
mouse pads, sea creatures postal cards and other goodies
for the children of St. Anastasia Catholic School in
Westchester who participated in the Alexia Scott Cachet
Coloring contest. We really appreciate it a lot.
The contest pictures, winning covers and story will be
in our April 2007 issue.

Treasurer Kathy Clements submitted a written report. It
was approved as submitted. Current balance in chapter
treasury is $5,002.18.
Bob Lewin reported that a large lot of First Day Covers by
Claude C. Ries (for whom our chapter is named) were being
offered in the current Nutmeg auction catalog. Following
discussion, Clements moved and Fuson seconded that Lewin
be authorized to bid up to a set amount for the lot. (The lot
was won and Lewin will be proposing a plan for their
distribution/sale.)
Congratulations for the outstanding December issue of our
newsletter Ries' Pieces were extended by voice vote to all
who worked on it. Managing Editor Clements made the usual
call for articles.
Clements reported on the Alexia Scott Cachet Coloring
Contest and displayed all qualifying covers for members
review. Every member filled out a judging slip indicating their
rankings. These will be complied and prizes/certificates will
be presented at the school Jan. 26 by Litvak, Dave Bennett
and contest chairperson Clements.
Immediately following adjournment, Litvak presented a
richly illustrated and informative program on stamp ceremony
programs. At its conclusion, members trekked across the hotel
parking lot to Buca di Beppo restaurant for an Italian feast.
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No Longer A Virgin
By Gladys Jones
I finally did it, but I was not
alone. There was Bob Lewin, George
Rost, Elena Cornejo, Kathy Clements
and Bonnie Fuson. We all had a good
time. It was wonderful to have such
experienced collectors guiding me,
making sure I was doing it right. What
you say? What am I talking about?
Well, I am no longer a virgin because
I have attended my first stamp show:
the 62nd Annual Stamp Exhibition of
Southern California at the Radisson
Los Angeles Airport Hotel on October
13 through 15, 2006. All I have to say
is W O W!
The theme was “The
Wonders of America” featuring the
longest, biggest, tallest, widest, highest, oldest, rainiest, most
active, fastest, loudest, deepest and hottest things America
has to offer, all represented on a sheet of stamps.
I never would have imagined what went on at these
shows if I hadn't attended one myself. The hustle and bustle
of collectors, exhibitors and the “average Joe” buyer made
the first day (which I attended) a success.
I arrived at the show an hour before my scheduled
time at the reception desk. In that time I got to look around
and saw a cover I really liked. It was a “Tinker Bell” coming
through a keyhole. It was beautiful but a little rich for me. I
ran across Bob Lewin buying cachets with advertising slogans.
With me looking over his shoulder, he instructed me on the
fine art of buying advertisement covers which are is his
passion.
I was to work the registration table with Bob but that
would have been like caging a wild lion roaring to get loose.
In the words of Bob, he was “in lust” with all the show had to
offer. The sparkle in his eyes when he talked about the
possibilities he would find reminded me of my children
anticipating opening Christmas presents on Christmas
morning. I couldn't see “little Robert” not being able to go out
and play.

After Kathy and Bonnie arrived to relieve me, George
took me to the Wonders of America in the exhibit room. Well,
let the lesson begin. George is so knowledgeable about
stamps, especially the German ones which are his favorite.
Even though he was speaking “Greek” to me, I appreciated
him spending the time to educate me on stamps. The one
important thing he taught me is that seeing an exhibit can be
over whelming. He said, “Just gaze on what interests you
and disregard the rest”
I love animation, which is another field on cover I
probably will be collecting along with Black History covers.
Winnie the Pooh is my favorite animated character in the
whole wide world, so if anyone reading this article knows of
any covers or stamps featuring Pooh, call me at (626) 8068779. That brings me to Dave Bennett. He is a very talented
artist and animation cachet designer and I really love his work.
I have acquired quite a few pieces that Florence Villasenor
has done, as well. I do not know very many cachetmakers,
but I will come to know more designers and their work as
time goes on. My goal is to acquire a cover from each of my
fellow club members. You all are good!
On Sunday, the last day of the show, the gang met in
the Newport Room for our meeting. Bob Lewin gave a
presentation on “The Art of Washing Covers” which was a
very informative topic.
After the meeting, we all met up at the California Pizza
Kitchen. The fellowship we had was very enjoyable. With
the love and support I have already received from the club, it
only confirms the fact that I have found a new family where I
will learn and grow. The highlight of the dinner for me was to
see once again the Tinker Bell cover I wanted. Bob Lewin
brought it, lucky man.
The great jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald, featured on a
stamp just issued in January 2007, will be my first attempt at
cachet making. With Via's help, maybe I can move to the
category of “designer”. Wish me success on my first endeavor.

“Candle-labra”
February 19
March 17
March 17
March 18
March 31
April 1
April 2
April 7
April 20
April 23

I love socializing and meeting people, which is why I
had so much fun greeting the people attending the show. Jerry
and Gerry WInerman gave very good instructions on what I
was to do at the registration table. William (Bill) O'Connor,
the past President of SESCAL, was very helpful in answering
questions people had that I could not answer. Being alone at
the registration table had its advantages. As a member of
Ries Chapter, I've learned to appreciate freebees.
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Bernard Goldberg
Tina Phillips
Michael Friedman
Bonnie Fuson
George Rost
Randy Tivens
Foster Miller
Elena Cornejo
Paula Kinports
Dick Odell

“Ask . . . and ye shall receive”
By Michael Litvak

When I had submitted the first “Ask . . . and ye shall
receive” column for publication in our December newsletter,
I had included only a few responses to Kathy's question
about “cachetmaker” vs. “cachet maker”. I had planned to
include more responses to that question in this issue to “fill
up” this column, and to include a new question. However,
because the decision was made to include all responses to
Kathy's question in the December column, I will put more
than one question in this column.
Q. Bonnie Fuson: What will be the impact on the
First Day Cover collecting hobby of the new 2007 USPS
policy of nationwide stamp release?
Q. Dave Bennett: With the new 2007 USPS policy
of nationwide stamp release, how far will you be willing to
travel that day to obtain a meaningful Unofficial (UO) first
day cancel (assuming the stamps will be available at your
P.O. first thing in the morning)?

Please email or snail mail your responses to Michael
Litvak, 1866 Loma Vista St., Pasadena, CA 91104-4005;
email: litvaks@earthlink.net.

We Need
Your Articles
& Photos

Q. Bob Lewin: regarding the illustrated Art Deco
Advertising cover: Can someone explain all of these
markings on this cover?
1.
Circular “New York-Dec 5” flag cancel goes under
the stamp
2.
Circular “Madison Sq Sta., N.Y.-Dec 6” flag cancel
goes over the stamp
3.
Circular marking “Held for postage”: What does this
mean? How did the stamp get on the cover?

4.
a.
b.

If you enjoy reading this
newsletter, we need your
input. Please share your
experience(s), your knowledge, your stories,
your interests, and your opinions by writing an
original article for the next issue of Ries' Pieces.
We are also happy to print photos with captions, if
you don't want to write an article. We welcome all
submissions.
Suggestions for articles:
Your Ugliest Cover(s)
Your Cover Making Process
Pictorial Postmark Pursuits
Cover Mistakes That Got By
First Day Ceremony Reports
Postal Employee Horror Stories
How You Started Making Covers
Web Site Tips & Recommendations
Pleasant Postal Employee Encounters
Lucky Accidents That Made A Cover Better

Back stamps:
Why are there two “Boston” cancels, one circular
and one flag?
Why is there a “Madison Sq Sta.” cancel with the
date removed?

Next issue of Ries' Pieces is April 1, 2007
Deadline to submit articles is March 1, 2007
Look elsewhere in this newsletter for information
and specifications for submitting articles.
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Subject:
Pull-tabs for
Ronald McDonald House Charities
Hello Everyone,
I just received another supply of the little houses to collect pull-tabs for the patients and families of Ronald
McDonald House Charity. I have been saving tabs for over five years. Once you get in the habit it's very
easy.
The tabs not only come on sodas and beer, but also some cat and dog food cans and soup and vegetable
cans. They also come on cans of Ensure nutritional supplement. Surprisingly, the very large pull-tabs on
tennis ball 3-packs are a newfound source of triple sized tabs. All pull-tabs are needed for this ongoing
fundraising project.
If you are a local Los Angeles Ries Chapter member, when the little box is full, you just transfer the tabs to a
baggie and let me know. You keep the little house so you can continue collecting the tabs, forever and ever.
If you would like to start saving pull-tabs, just go to your local McDonalds in your town and ask for one of
the little cardboard houses to help in reminding you. You can turn in the saved-up tabs to any McDonald's
franchise manager or owner.
To all of you who already save the tabs for me, I really appreciate your efforts on behalf of the children and
their families who use the services of Ronald McDonald Houses all over the country.
Thanks for all your help,
Kathy Clements
(323)292-5460, (213)703-7809
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USS ARGONAUT
Jack-Of-All-Trades
By John Pollock
The submarine, Argonaut (SS-166), was not known by
that name or number, at the time of launching in the midtwenties. It was designated as V-4, being the fourth built for
the so-called V-class submarine. Re-numbering was done in
1931 and all given names. Argonaut had the distinction of
being the largest submarine deployed in World War II. It was
designed and built mainly for mine laying operation, at that
time considered experimental, and the only one built for that
function. Prior to and during the war Argonaut earned a
commendable reputation. In the war years it operated mostly
as a transport and special operations vessel. As a minelayer
it did not prove its worth. On January 10, 1943, Argonaut
sank with the loss of all 105 aboard. It was the navy's worst
submarine disaster.
Argonaut was commissioned on April 2, 1928. Its main
features consisted of a riveted hull, length -- 381ft; surface
displacement -- 2710 tons; four torpedo tubes on the bow;
two mine laying tubes in the stern; two six-inch deck guns;
fuel capacity of 180,000 gallons; two diesel engines and a
diving depth of 300 feet.
At a meeting in London in 1930 for the Naval Arms
Limitation Treaty, the United States, Great Britain, Japan,
France and Italy sat down discuss certain limits of armament.
Relative to submarines the meeting produced three major
agreements:
1. Submarine forces were to be limited to 52,700
tons total for each country.
2. Weight of each submarine could not exceed
2000 tons.
3. Deck guns to be no larger than five-inches.
Based on the above limits, the United States had to reduce
their total submarine tonnage by 20,000 tons, which meant
scrapping a few. Although Argonaut violated the weight and
size limit set for deck guns, the United States thought it
prudent to keep her and convinced other members for that
exemption.

purple View of San Diego Exposition, issued on May 29, 1935.
The cover has a U.S. Argonaut postmark dated July 4, 1936,
with a slogan, INDEPENDENCE DAY U.S.A. and addressed
to Joseph L. Cronin aboard U.S.S. Aylwin. The cachet was
designed by Richell and sponsored by American Naval
Cancellation Society (A.N.C.S.) Argonauts Chapter and was
produced by a thermo graphic process. It depicts a
proclamation of Independence Day with a large numeral 4, a
three man marching band, a firecracker and a profile of a
submarine. The reverse side of the cover (not shown) indicates
that it was prepared by M.R. Hall, member No.10 of the
A.N.C.S. Argonauts.
Figure 2 shows a combination naval event and First Day
Cover. The stamp is the territorial issue for Hawaii Sc 799 3c
violet Statue of King Kamehameha released on October 18,
1937. The cover has a US submarine postmark with a slogan
SUBMARINE SQUADRON-4 HAWAII. The cachet is a thermo
graphic process that depicts an upper bust of Kamehameha
I, coat of arms for the territory, twin palm trees, a submarine
representing the Argonaut and a native canoe. The cachet is
hand painted, designed by Richell, and sponsored by A.N.C.S.
Argonauts.

Figure 3 shows a naval cover that celebrates Lincoln's
129th birthday. The cover is franked with Sc 799 3c violet
Hawaii territorial stamp. The cover has a U.S. Argonaut
postmark dated February 12, 1938, and is addressed to Miss
Beulah Runge in Escondido, California. The cachet was
designed by what appears to be F. Kuts and sponsored by
Figure 1 shows a naval cover that commemorates A.N.C.S. Argonauts. The cachet on the cover
Independence Day. The cover is franked with Sc 773 3c thermographically produced shows a Lincoln portrait above
the mantelpiece that is memorialized with Rudyard Kipling's
Continued on page 16
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famous words “Lest We Forget.”
Figure 4 shows a naval cover that commemorates
the loss of the Argonaut. The cover is franked with Sc 900 2c
rose violet, Army and Navy defense stamp issued on October
16, 1940. The cover has a U.S. Navy postmark dated May
30, 1943. The cachet is thermo graphically produced depicting
a starboard silhouette of the submarine with a framed
background of billowing clouds. In the foreground a spread
eagle clutches a proclamation which reads, “The A.N.C.S.
Argonauts salute the heroic men who died when the U.S.
Submarine Argonaut was lost as a result of enemy action.
They have not died in vain.” The cachet was produced by the
duo of Spader and Hesse Jr.
In the latter part of 1941 prior to the attack on Pearl
Harbor, Argonaut, was going through rigorous exercises and
tests simulating actual war scenarios. These activities were
developed and directed by the chief in command of all Hawaii
submarines, Rear Admiral Thomas Withers Jr. a WW I veteran.
Through his leadership Argonaut was simulating real-war
conditions in deep sea diving maneuvers going down to
maximum test depths. Under Withers wing, the submarines
commanders were made aware of dangers that submarines
faced from enemy aircraft. By use of hands-on operation, trial
and error, he tested the endurance and mettle of the crew for
long patrols. With this information, Withers established what
was to become a standard routine war patrol for the battles to
come: 45 to 60 day duration at sea, a two to three week layover for equipment/overhaul check, and then out for another
patrol.
In November 1941, under the command of Stephen
G. Barchet, Argonaut was sent on a simulated patrol to
Midway. Little did the crew realize that this outing would
turnout to be the “Real McCoy.” In fact, on December 7, 1941,
Argonaut was positioned near Midway when news broke of
the Pearl Harbor attack. Immediately wartime procedures
kicked-in. Shortly thereafter, two Japanese destroyers were
sighted and Barchet prepared for action. Argonaut's position
was at a disadvantage and no shots were fired. However
this action, according to naval historians, was recognized as
the first engagement by a U.S. submarine in the war. Few
days later, more enemy destroyers were sighted. This time,
however, Barchet took Argonaut deep. Crewmembers
expressed their opinions that Barchet was too cautious and
should have attacked.

When Barchet brought Argonaut back to Pearl Harbor
on January 22, 1942, it was a somber occasion. The crew
saw the devastation inflicted by the Japanese attack. After
docking, Withers added insult to injury by criticizing Barchet
for a poor performance. To be fair and in defense of the
commander, those beginning days were confusing times.
Many, from the President all the way down the ranks, made
many errors and miss-steps. It must also be recognized that
Argonaut was built as a minelayer, was a large slow boat,
and not designed for attacking.
Inspection of the submarine after its return indicated
that major work had to be done to bring it up to snuff. On
January 29 it was sent to Mare Island Navy Yard in California
for a major overhaul, including installation of new engines.
On Argonaut's return to Pearl Harbor, it was under the
command of Jack Pierce. Admiral Nimitz ordered a commando
raid on Makin, one of the islands of the Gilberts chain. This
raid was to be a hit and run diversionary tactic to draw
Japanese naval forces away from the Solomon Islands.
Argonaut was one of the two submarines selected for this
operation -- a mission to transport the marines and land them
on Makin -- then later return to retrieve them. The submarine
underwent a cosmetic change to its interior to accommodate
the marines. On August 8, 1942, two subs set out arriving at
Makin on August 16. The commandos were landed on August
17, to a hail of sniper fire, a surprise the U.S. forces did not
expect. That evening and into the next day the submarines
recovered the marines off the beach, but during this operation
quite a number of them were captured and killed and many
others injured. When the submarines returned to base, the
Navy and the Marine Corps hailed the raid as a victorious
expedition. Others disagreed and thought of it as a fiasco.
Although critical of the operation, Argonaut was praised for
accomplishing her objectives.
By the end of 1942, Argonaut was now assigned to
Brisbane, Australia, and still had not fired a torpedo. Because
attack submarines were in short supply, the base commander,
Jimmy Fife thought to utilize Argonaut as one. Argonaut was
directed to battle the Japanese shipping in the area south of
St. George Channel, off New Britain. On January 10, 1943,
Pierce attacked a five-freighter convoy that had destroyer
escorts. This would be Argonaut's only battle in the war. Pierce
attacked the escorts first, causing some damage but no
sinking. The destroyers retaliated with dense depth charging
which proved fatal. A US aircraft returning to base after a
bombing raid witnessed the encounter and sinking. Besides
being the largest submarine, Argonaut had another distinction;
it was one of the few submarines that did not sink an enemy
ship.
References: O'Kane, Rear Admiral Richard H, Wahoo.
DeRose, James F, Unrestricted Warfare
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CEREMONY INVITATIONS

SPRING POT LUCK SOCIAL
TACO FIESTA & BIRTHDAY PARTY
HONORING BONNIE FUSON

Ries Chapter members interested in attending local
First Day Ceremonies should contact Membership Secretary
Kathy Clements no later than six weeks before a ceremony
you would like to attend. This way your name can be given
to the USPS so you will receive an invitation in a timely
manner. The invitation list will be updated for each event.
If you hear of ANY ceremonies, first or second day or
otherwise in our local Southern California area, kindly contact
Kathy as soon as you know so others can make
arrangements to participate if they are interested. If you
have computer access, email the information to the
membership at large.
Just added to the schedule for California is the Gerald
R. Ford First Day Ceremony in Rancho Mirage tentatively
scheduled for Saturday, July 14th on what would have been
his 94th birthday. The President and Betty Ford lived in
retirement in Rancho Mirage for 29 years.
Special thanks go out to Nancy Ross who is the USPS Lead
Events Specialist in Washington, DC. She has been very
helpful in seeing that we get invitations to ceremonies in
Southern California. She has also seen to it that the “red
double-ringed round dater” is at the actual ceremony for our
convenience.
If you are interested in attending ceremonies out of
the area, please contact Nancy Ross directly at (202)2683251 or nancy.b.ross@usps.gov. Just tell her you are a Ries
member and she will assist you.

SUNDAY, MARCH 18, 2007
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
HIGH NOON

The 8th Annual Ries Chapter Mexican Fiesta is coming
up. Please mark your calendars now and plan to join us on
Sunday, March 18, 2007, at NOON. This will be a very
special event: the birthday of our very own Queen of the
Disney First Day Cover, Bonnie Fuson. Please join in the
fun and wear green and plan to do your best impersonation
of a leprechaun.
The party is at 835 N. Orchard Drive in Burbank 91506
at the home of Shirley Ulling. Please call Shirley if you
need directions. Her number is (818)846-8248. You can also
eMail her at sulling1@excite.com.
Our main course at this luncheon will be homemade
enchiladas prepared by our hostess. However, we will need
the usual staples: sodas and ice tea, lots of black olives,
chips and salsa (mild and hot), guacamole, and a simple
green salad. If someone wants to make a special side
dish, we could use refried beans, black beans, or a
vegetable. If anyone wants to have a beer at this event,
please bring your own. The dessert will be birthday cake
and ice cream. As usual, the Club will provide all the paper
& plastic goods. If you have folding chairs of any kind, please
bring those along. We need lawn chairs too and folding
picnic tables.
Please RSVP to our Hospitality Chairperson, Kathy
Clements as soon as possible and no later than Thursday,
March 15th. If you know you cannot attend, please call
sooner rather than later. If you are able to attend, please
do not wait until 9pm the night before the event to call to
see what you can bring to the potluck. Look forward to
seeing you on March 18, 2007.
Please remember that the gentlemen need to come early
to help Bee set up our new canopies.
Kathy can be reached at work (310)670-6276; at home
(323)292-5460; on cell (213)703-7809, or by email at
curfmeistr@aol.com.

“What’s Doin”
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Feb 10

APS AmeriStamp Expo 2007
Riverside Convention Center
3443 Orange Street
5 PM Ries Chapter Meeting
Pizza After-Party, place TBD

March 18

NOON 8th Annual Taco Fiesta &
Birthday Party for Bonnie Fuson
Burbank home of Shirley Ulling
This is a costumed event.
All participants are asked to get in the
spirit and wear green.

July 14

Gerald R. Ford First Day Ceremony
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

July 26

Marvel Comics First Day Ceremony
San Diego Convention Center

September

Mendez vs. Westminster
First Day Ceremony
Santa Ana, CA

Specifications for Newsletter
Articles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Article must be typed as a Word document, MAC or PC the latest
version possible.
Article width - 3 5/8” or 7 1/2”.
Type style Arial
Type size 10 point.
No rules or boxes.
Please spell check and proof read your article for correct grammar &
punctuation.
Send article on a disk, PC or MAC and a hard copy print out.
Scan all cachet illustrations against a black background to include a 1/8”
black border around each.

I use a MAC and PageMaker 7.0 program for publishing the newsletter. If you have photos or
illustrations, please send me the originals and I will scan and return your original or scan &
save as a jpeg, or pdf file and e-mail as attachment.
Newsletter publishing schedule:
April. 1, 2007
June 1, 2007
August 1, 2007
Mail articles to:
Phone:
e-mail:

article deadline Mar. 1, 2007
article deadline May. 1, 2007
article deadline July 1, 2007

Mike Mendoza • 16534 Farmington St. • Hesperia, CA 92345
760-948-7158
mike.b.mendoza@usa.net
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